The relationship of concentration and eye-hand coordination with accuracy of backhand backspin serve in table tennis
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to analyze the relationship between concentration and hand eye coordination with the accuracy of backhand backspin service. Quantitative approaches and correlational methods are used in this study. This research was conducted at PTM Gempas. The population in this study were all cadet athletes at PTM Gempas, while the sampling technique used was saturated sampling, which means that all athletes totaling 20 people were used as samples. Player concentration data is collected using a concentration grid test, hand eye coordination data is obtained by throwing a tennis ball test, and data for backhand backspin service accuracy is obtained by testing servicing. The results of this study are as follows: 1) Concentration has a strong enough relationship with the accuracy of backhand backspin service, 2) Hand eye coordination has a strong enough relationship with backhand backspin service accuracy. 3) Concentration and hand eye coordination together have a strong enough relationship with backhand backspin service accuracy. Table tennis coach should train the concentration and eye-hand coordination to improve the athlete's service accuracy.

Introduction

Service is the main capital for a player to get points, the large variety of services a player has will make it difficult for the opponent to anticipate what service will be served, service that cannot be anticipated properly by the opponent will be an advantage for the service provider, the ball returned is usually becomes easy to turn off (Norzuria Ibrahim, et al., 2020; Li & Yang, 2020). Conversely, an inaccurate service will make it easier for the recipient to attack earlier after the service is provided. Servicing plays an important role in winning the match, good serve, attacking the ball that is taken directly after serving, or attacking the ball after receiving service with forehand and backhand will determine who will be the winner in a match (Chen & Huang, 2020; C.-Y. Sung, 2019).

The placement of the ball when service is very important if you want to win in a match. In addition to the placement of the ball, the factor of the type of ball spin given will also increase the difficulty for the service recipient (N. Ibrahim, et al., 2020). If a player is able to provide the right service according to the tactics he is playing and the ball spin is difficult to predict, then there is a big possibility that the ball he will receive after
service can be attacked easily, therefore players must hone their skills in performing various services if they want to win a match (Sun, Luo, & Zhao, 2020; Jiachen Wang, et al., 2019).

There are many variations in table tennis services and one of them is the backhand backspin service (Bañkosz & Winiański, 2020). This service can produce both slow and fast ball speeds. In addition, when viewed in terms of placement, this service can be placed near the net (short serve) or it can also be placed at the back end of the table away from the net (long serve) (Yu, Shao, & Gu, 2019). This type of service is usually used to keep the ball in a low position so that it is difficult to immediately attack by an opponent. The inability of the opponent to return the backspin service can also be used to find points that ended in victory for the service provider (Inaba, et al., 2017; Sari, 2020).

Several previous studies have attempted to look at the problem of service accuracy performed by table tennis players (Nabil, et al., 2020). There are many factors that affect service accuracy, wrist flexibility is one of the factors that can increase service accuracy when playing table tennis. A research result shows that the more flexible the wrists, the easier it is for players to position the ball in the area where they are playing. Difficult ball positions and strong ball spin due to wrist flexibility will certainly benefit the server, so the possibility of making more points is possible (C. Y. Sung, 2019; Z. Zhou & Zhang, 2020).

A research to improve service skills in table tennis has also been carried out (Yu, et al., 2019). Improving service skills for students of class V Elementary School can be done by means of reciprocal teaching styles, meaning that giving instructions to students, both those who act as service actors and those who act as observers, are carried out at the beginning of the lesson so that in the absence of very detailed instructions from the teacher it provokes creativity learners to practice various things related to the material about the service he is learning (Y. Zhou, 2018). Giving feedback from students who act as observers greatly helps students who act as service actors so that this has an impact on increasing their service learning outcomes (Galvan, Meaney, & Gray, 2018). In other studies, improving service skills was carried out using walls as a training aid. Limitations of tables and limited space to practice make learning outcomes less optimal (Faber, Elferink-Gemser, Oosterveld, Twisk, & Nijhuis-Van der Sanden, 2017; J. Wang, 2019). A classroom action research study shows that utilizing wall media to train third semester students who are taking table tennis courses shows an increase in service skills after being directed to use the wall as a friend for practice (Ren, Huang, Guo, Wu, & Sun, 2019).

(Angraini, 2020) recommends further research to see how much concentration contributes to directing serve for a table tennis player. Seeing the importance of service accuracy in the game of table tennis and the lack of research results that can explain the role of concentration and eye-hand coordination on backhand backspin service accuracy, this research is very relevant to do. This study aims to analyze how the form of the relationship between concentration and eye-hand coordination with the accuracy of backhand backspin service in table tennis.

**Method**

This study uses a quantitative approach and correlational methods (Tenenbaum & Driscoll, 2005). Researchers wanted to analyze how much the relationship between concentration and eye-hand coordination of table tennis athletes at PTM (Persatuan Tenis Meja/ Tabel Tennis Association) Gempas on service accuracy. This research conducted on Sunday, October 11, 2020, located at PTM (Persatuan Tenis Meja) Gempas Pauh Sicincin, Padang Pariaman Regency, West Sumatra Province, Indonesia. The population in this study were all table tennis cadet athletes at PTM Gempas, while the sample was all table tennis cadet athletes at PTM Gempas, this was due to the small number of population so that the sampling technique was census sampling.

To find out how the concentration level of table tennis cadet athletes at PTM Gempas, researchers used the concentration grid test from Haris and Bette L. Harris (Greenlees, Thelwell, & Holder, 2006). This test has 10x10 squares, each of which contains two digit numbers ranging from 00 to 99. The sample is asked to connect the numbers sequentially from the numbers 00 to 99 either vertically or horizontally for 1 minute. To measure the eye-hand coordination, the researchers chose the eye-hand coordination test by throwing a tennis ball on the target wall. To score one point; the ball must be thrown from below, the ball must hit the target, the ball must be immediately caught by the hand without a previous obstacle, the testi does not move or move outside the boundary line to catch the ball. Add the results of the first 10 and 10 tosses.

Testi stood behind the table opposite the part of the table that had been assigned the boundaries of the target area. While holding the bet and the ball then testi performs a service directed towards the target that has
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been given a score. Testi is given the opportunity to service 10 times. The valid service is in accordance with the service rules in the game.

![Service rules](image.png)

After all the data has been collected, the normality test is carried out as a prerequisite test for parametric statistics. The normality test is done by using the Liliefors test. Then proceed with the Pearson product moment correlation test and multiple correlation test.

**Results and Discussions**

**Test the analysis requirements**

Before the data is processed using the Pearson Product Moment correlation, first see whether the data is normally distributed or not. To determine the normality of the data on the three variables in this study, the Liliefors test was used. The results of the Liliefors test can be seen in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>LO</th>
<th>L tabel</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Concentration</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Eye-hand coordination</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Backspin backhand serve accuracy</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the results of the data normality test of the three research variables, it can be concluded that all research variables are normally distributed so that they can meet the requirements for the Pearson product moment analysis.

**Concentration relationship with backhand backspin service accuracy**

Based on the data analysis conducted with the Pearson product moment correlation, the level of relationship between concentration and accuracy of backhand backspin service is 0.44, which means that the level of relationship between the two variables is in the sufficient category.

In sports, the concentration factor often does not get serious attention by the coach, even though the role of concentration is very important in all sports, including table tennis (Bastug, 2018; Van Biesen, et al., 2010). The coach gives too much physical exercise even though he should train the concentration of the players to be included in his training program. The many distractions that players will receive when competing must be able to be overcome if you want to win the match. Concentration that is distracted by the noise made by the audience should not be used as an excuse by a professional player. Because this concentration is very important, the coach should also provide forms of concentration training for the players who will compete so that the players feel ready both physically and psychologically (Ericsson, 2020; Komarudin & Mulyana, 2017). The results of other studies indicate that positive emotions possessed by an athlete will increase the athlete's concentration and performance. Concentration and good performance are of course really needed in a match situation, especially when it comes to serving (Vast, Young, & Thomas, 2010).

Accurate service in the game of table tennis is closely related to the concentration of the person who does it (Rahmadiky, 2020; Van Biesen, et al., 2010). The positive correlation that occurs between these two variables must receive attention from both the coach and the athlete himself. In addition, eye-hand coordination is also a variable that cannot be ignored to support the accuracy of backhand backspin service so it must also be trained seriously and continuously. The results showed that the concentration contributed 68.9% to the level of service accuracy (Aditya Tantra, 2016).
Eye-hand coordination relationship with backhand backspin service accuracy

Based on data analysis carried out with Pearson product moment correlation, the correlation level between eye-hand coordination and backhand backspin service accuracy is 0.48, which means that the level of relationship between the two variables is in the sufficient category.

The results showed that the strength of the relationship between eye-hand coordination and accuracy of backhand backspin service was quite strong. This indicates that to perform accurate service is not absolutely influenced by the eye-hand coordination possessed by the athlete. On the other hand, without good eye-hand coordination, accurate service will be difficult to obtain. This is in line with a study which showed that the contribution of eye-hand coordination to service accuracy only contributed 25.3% (Andria & Igoresky, 2020). The accuracy of the strokes and the success of the athletes in the future can be seen from the high level of eye-hand coordination of athletes now (Laby, Kirschen, Govindarajulu, & DeLand, 2018).

Hand-eye coordination is a component of the physical condition that is needed in table tennis. The many types of balls that come from the opponent coupled with the fast rate of speed make a player must be able to coordinate his eyes and hands to hit the ball precisely. Even when serving a player, a player must also be able to coordinate his eyes and hands so that the contact between the bed and the ball has the right timing, so that the ball's rotation, ball speed, and placement can be carried out correctly (Paul, Biswas, & Sandhu, 2011). A study explains that the speed of eye-hand coordination cannot be done perfectly if the athlete experiences an injury to the neck, without eye movement assisted by agile neck rotation, good eye-hand coordination cannot be obtained so that the athlete will also have difficulty serving (Mutasim, Stuerzlinger, & Batmaz, 2020; Przednowek, et al., 2019).

The relationship between concentration and eye-hand coordination with the accuracy of backhand backspin service

Based on data analysis conducted with Pearson product moment correlation, the level of relationship between concentration and eye-hand coordination with backhand backspin service accuracy is 0.55, which means that the level of relationship between the two variables is in the sufficient category.

Service accuracy is often the determinant of victory in a match. When the crucial points are that the athlete should not make mistakes and the athlete makes mistakes, it will clearly have an impact on defeat. Therefore how the role of concentration when athletes perform services must be known, as well as the contribution of eye-hand coordination, which plays a very important role in providing service, must also be known by both the athlete and the coach himself, this is useful for considering the development of a training program so that accuracy service becomes more accurate and consistent (Mutasim, et al., 2020; Przednowek, et al., 2019). Feelings of bad performance in competition are more often found in female athletes and athletes who are old (Grossbard, Smith, Smoll, & Cumming, 2009). The frustration that occurs in a match situation will also reduce concentration which will lead to a series of errors and confusion in the athlete which will obviously have an impact on the inaccuracy of one of the services (McCarthy, Allen, & Jones, 2013). On the other hand, the feeling of pleasure and the absence of pressure that is felt when playing will increase concentration in directing the service (Allen, Jones, McCarthy, Sheehan-Mansfield, & Sheffield, 2013).

If a player already has good eye-hand coordination, a good service practice is one where the direction of the service target varies, in contrast to a player who has not been trained in hand-eye coordination, then the service direction must be fixed first. With the coach's attention regarding the suitability of the form of training in accordance with the level of coordination of the players, the ability of the player's service level accuracy will quickly develop (Andria & Igoresky, 2020; Basiri, Farsi, Abdoli, & Kavyani, 2020).

Conclusions

Based on the results of this study can be conclude that Concentration has a strong enough relationship with the accuracy of backhand backspin service. Hand eye coordination has a strong enough relationship with backhand backspin service accuracy. Concentration and hand eye coordination together have a strong enough relationship with backhand backspin service accuracy. Table tennis coach should train the concentration and eye-hand coordination to improve the athlete's service accuracy. Training in concentration and eye-hand coordination should not be overlooked by the coach, because it also contributes to the accuracy of service that is so needed by athletes to win competitions.
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